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TO THE PARTICIPANTS: 
The Geological Science Field Trip program is designed to acquaint 
Illinois residents with the landscape, the rock and mineral resources, and 
the geological processes that have led to their origin. With this program, 
we hope to stimulate a general interest in the geology of Illinois and a 
greater appreciation of the state's vast mineral resources and their impor-
tance to the over-all economy. 
We encourage you to ask the tour leaders any questions that may 
occur to you during the trip. Discussion often clarifies points that 
otherwise would remain confused to many of the participants. We also invite 
your written comments upon the conduct of the trips so that we might improve 
them as much as possible. 
Additional copies of this guide leaflet, as well as itineraries 
for field trips that have been held in the past, may be obtained free of 
charge by writing to the Illinois State Geological Survey. The itinerary 
maps for each field trip can be purchased for 10 cents each. 
Several of the stops along this itinerary are located on private 
property whose owners have graciously given us permission to visit their 
lands. Please obey the instructions of your trip leaders and conduct 
yourselves in a manner that will show respect for the property owners' 
cooperation. Please do not litter, or climb on fences, and leave all gates 
as found, so that we may be welcome to return on future field trips. These 
simple rules of courtesy also apply to public property as well. For the 
convenience of those persons who may use this itinerary at some future 
time, the names and addresses of every private property owner are listed 
for the respective stops on a page at the back of this guide leaflet. 
Whenever possible, always attempt to obtain permission when visiting 
private property. 
We hope that you enjoy today's field trip and will attend others 
in the future. 
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CARLOCK GEOLOGICAL SCIENCE FIELD TRIP 
INTRODUCTION 
Bedrock has not been found exposed at the surface in the field trip area. 
It is covered everywhere by thick drift, so what is known of the Paleozoic rock 
strata here has been learned from studies of oil test wells, water wells, and mines 
that penetrate this drift and of outcrops in adjacent regions. Although outcrops 
of bedrock cannot be studied here, the Carlock area does afford an excellent oppor-
tunity to study the deposits of the late Pleistocene glaciations. 
Geology - The glaciers of at least the Kansan, Illinoian, and Wisconsinan 
glaciations covered the field trip area (see the appendix section "Pleistocene 
Glaciations of Illinois"). All of the ice sheets that entered this area seem to 
have advanced from the northeast, flowing from Canada through the basins that now 
hold the Great Lakes and their largest embayments. Each glacier disrupted the 
drainage that had developed in the long periods before it advanced, filling in 
valleys, choking them with outwash, and releasing great floods of meltwater that 
trenched them out and changed their courses. The Danvers Valley and the Mahomet 
Valley (see figure 1 and the route map} were covered and partly buried by deposits 
from all the glaciations that reached this region. They were completely buried 
by the last glaciation. 
The Kansan glaciation, which probably occurred between 700,000 and 
600,000 years ago, partly filled deep bedrock valleys with outwash. The Sankoty 
and Mahomet Sands are Kansan outwash found deeply buried in the Ancient Mississippi 
and Mahomet Valleys. Tills deposited by the Illinoian advances in the period 
between approximately 250,000 and 200,000 years ago are exposed in the Carlock area 
and probably account for a ~bird of the drift thickness in this region. 
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Fig. 1 - Early Pleistocene 
major drainage. 
Woodfordian glaciers of the Wisconsinan glacia-
tion deposited a number of tills in the area and totally 
buried the Danvers and Mahomet Valleys. Thin loess 
deposits, possibly ranging from 3 to 8 feet in thickness, 
were blown from the Wisconsinan outwash and deposited 
across the area. 
The unconsolidated Pleistocene sediments are 
underlain by up to 6,500 feet of much older sedimentary 
rocks that were deposited during the Paleozoic Era, the 
interval of geologic time betwe€n 550 and 270 million 
years ago (see figure 2, the geologic column). The sedi-
ments that formed these rocks were deposited in shallow 
seas that covered most of the midcontinent region inter-
mittently during the Paleozoic Era. Terrestrial sediments 
were also deposited by streams in some areas. Figure 3, 
which shows the locations of the major midcontin~ntal 
structures (areas of uplift and downwarping), gives the 
location of the Illinois Basin, where more than 13,000 
feet of Paleozoic rocks accumulated. 
The Precambrian granites shown in the cross section (see figure 4) are 
1.2 to 1.5 billion years old. For a long time before the Paleozoic, the granites 
were exposed above sea level, but at the beginning of the Paleozoic the earth's 
crust gradually sagged until shallow seas covered the whole region shown by the 
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Fig. 2 - Generalized geologic column for the Carlock area (modified from Illinois State Geological 
Circular 369, 1964); not to scale. 
Fig. 3 - Map showing locations of 
(1) the Wisconsin Arch, (2) the 
Illinois Basin, (3) the axis of 
the La Salle Anticlinal Belt, (4) 
the Ozark Dome, and (5) the Cin-
cinnati Arch. 
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cross section. Intermittently, slowly, and at dif-
ferent rates, the Illinois Basin sagged and thick 
layers of sediments accumulated in it. Generally 
speaking, mud and sand washed from the land into 
the nearshore parts of the seas to make layers of 
shale and sandstone. Lime oozes and shell materials 
deposited offshore formed limestones. The Ozark 
Dome and the Cincinnati Arch were usually covered 
by seas also. However, these areas sank more 
slowly than the basin and at times were even gently 
warped up, so the Paleozoic strata generally thin 
toward these structures. 
Physiography - Before the Pleistocene 
glaciations began, erosion had cut a low hill-and-
valley terrain into bedrock in the Carlock area. 
This bedrock surface had a relief of perhaps 325 
feet, the difference in elevation between the deepest 
parts of the buried Danvers and Mahomet Valleys (see 
route map and figure 1) and the highest points on 
the uplands beside them. Because bedrock is not 
known to be exposed in the field trip area, much Jf 
what is known about this pre-glacial surface has 
been learned from the study of water and oil test 
wells that have penetrated it. 
During the Pleistocene Epoch, Kansan, 
Illinoian, and Wisconsinan glaciers advanced into 
the area and left deposits of drift which generally range from 150 to 500 feet in 
thickness. The Kansan and Illinoian glaciers partly buried the bedrock terrain, 
but it was the final glaciation, the Wisconsinan, that buried the last vestiges 
of the bedrock valleys and uplands. 
The bedrock terrain is still evident from irregularities on the till 
plain surface, however. The Bloomington and Eureka Moraines cross the area on 
the crests of the highest bedrock hills, suggesting that the hills were at times 
impediments to the glaciers' advance and caused drift to pile up there. The 
Mackinaw River north of Congerville turns southwest from its west-flowing course 
and is aligned over a bedrock valley. Possibly the valley created a persistent 
low place in the moraine, a spot where the ancestral Mackinaw was able to flow 
over the moraine. 
The northwest-southeast trending ridges of the Bloomington, Eureka, and El 
Paso Moraines are well-drained. Drainage of the area is to the west and sout~est, 
the southern part of the area by the headwaters of Sugar Creek (see Stop 2) aLu 
the northern part by the Mackinaw River. Generally, the streams are consequent, 
that is, their courses are a direct result of the original ground slope produced 
by the glaciers. Thus, at least for part of their courses, streams in the area 
flow down the front of the moraine and parallel to the front. Very little of the 
low-relief, comparatively smooth, young glacial surface remains. The streams 
have increased the relief in the area. 
The relief of the present surface is about 260 feet, the difference 
between · the lowest elevation of approximately 620 feet along the Mackinaw River 
and the highest elevation of 880 feet on the Eureka MOraine just north of 
Bloomington. 
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Fig. 4 ~ North-south cross-section through Illinois showing the Paleozoic strata in the Illinois Basin. 
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The Carlock area, with its parallel belts of low, broad moraines, is part 
of the physiographic province called the Bloomington Ridged Plain (see the map 
"Physiographic Divisions of Illinoisff in the appendix). Indeed, as the name 
indicates, the present locality is the one chosen to characterize the province. 
The Bloomington Ridged Plain is a province that includes terrain having the same 
origin and structure. It is bounded on the west by the outermost Wisconsinan 
moraines and on the east by the later-deposited, closer-set moraines encircling 
Lake Michigan and by lake plains formed by torrents of water emptying from the 
Great Lakes. 
o.o 0.0 
ITINERARY 
Assemble on east side of school. Line up north from the corner of 
West Washington Street and South Lincoln Street. Turn left (east) 
on Washington. 
0.15 0.15 CAUTION. Two railroad tracks. Continue ahead and STOP. Intersection 
with U.S. Route 150. Continue ahead east on 150. 
0.4 0.55 Leave Carlock. 
0.55 1.1 Prepare to turn left. 
0.1 1.2 
0.1 1.3 
0.4 1.7 
0.5 2.2 
T-road from left. Turn left (north) on blacktop. 
Ascend front of Eureka Moraine. 
T-road from right. Turn right (east). 
Stop No. 1. Glacial moraine overlook from south side of road and 
discussion of buried bedrock valleys (N edge extended of NE~ NW% NE% 
Sec. 33, T. 25 N., R. 1 E., McLean County; Danvers 15' Quadrangle). 
This stop is near the crest of the Woodfordian Eureka Moraine (fig. 5. 
and itinerary map) at a surface et'evation of approximately 860 feet above sea 
level. The moraine is named for the town of Eureka, about 13 miles northwest of 
here. The highest part of the moraine in the field trip area (higher than 880 
feet) is located between 1 and 6.5 miles to the southeast. The crest generally 
has a relief of 40 to 60 feet above the back slope of the Bloomington Moraine. 
However, here, partly because the Eureka has overridden the underlying Normal 
Moraine and partly because these moraines are situated above a bedrock high, the 
relief ranges from slightly more than 60 feet to nearly 100 feet. The moraine is 
about 100 miles long and ranges from 1 to 3 miles wide. 
The horizon 5.5 to 6 miles to the south and southwest is the crest of the 
older, Woodfordian Bloomington Moraine, named for the city of Bloomington, about 
8.5 miles southeast of here. The elevation of the crest is about the same as that 
of the Eureka, slightly more than 880 feet. The town of Danvers is located on the 
crest of the Bloomington, about 5.5 miles to the southwest. Bloomington drift 
sheets produce one of Illinois' most conspicuous morainic features, about 188 miles 
long and from about 1 to 12 miles wide. 
The low east-west ridge about 2 3/4 miles due south at an elevation of 
approximately 820 feet is part of a drainage divide. Here rivulets and small 
streams generally flow southward off the front of the moraine into tributaries of 
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Fig. 5 - Generalized Pleistocene stratigraphic column for the Carlock area. Not to scale. 
Rock Creek, which empties into the Mackinaw River to the west. Three miles south-
east (about 0.3 mile after the itinerary joins U.S. Route 150) drainage generally 
is southwestward off the front of the moraine into tributaries of Sugar Creek and 
thence into the Sangamon River. 
Buried Valleys - Illinois has a network of buried valleys that during 
some period of geologic time were incised into bedrock. Because there are several 
alternative explanations as to when and how these events took place, only factual 
information relating to this region will be presented. 
The Danvers Bedrock Valley, a tributary of the buried Mackinaw Valley a 
few miles to the west, is more than 40 miles long, extending north and northeastwar( 
toward Leeds and Pontiac, respectively, and appears to · range from 3 to 10 miles 
wide (fig. 1 and itinerary map). (NOTE: Only the 400-foot bedrock structure con-
tour line has been used to delineate the Danvers Bedrock Valley on the itinerary 
map. This structure contour line can be used to compute the approximate drift 
thickness at any point along its extent by simply subtracting 400 feet from the 
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topographic contour line closest to the desired location. The difference deter-
mined is the approximate thickness of glacial drift at that place.) Although it 
is about 150 feet below the adjacent bedrock uplands, a bedrock high about 2.5 
miles southwest of Carlock indicates a bedrock valley relief of approximately 240 
feet. 
It seems likely that the buried bedrock valleys are the result of 
Nebraskan glaciation, either (1) by blocking to the north and diversion to the 
south, or (2) by erosion by meltwater from the waning Nebraskan glacier and subse-
quent downcutting and widening during the long Aftonian Interglacial Stage. 
However, an argument against their formation during the Nebraskan glacial stage 
is that there are no Nebraskan glacial deposits in them. Perhaps originally there 
were, and subsequent erosion has completely removed any traces of them. The 
valleys had to be present, however, by the time the Kansan ice covered the area 
because they contain thick accumulations of Kansan deposits. The valleys appear 
to have been completely filled with sediments by the close of Illinoian glaciation 
because the Sangamon Soil horizon--the weathered top of the Illinoian drift--extends 
unbroken across them. There is no surface expression of these old buried valleys 
in this region, and thus, modern streams cut across their old courses but are not 
affected by their presence. 
0.0 
1.3 
2.2 
3.5 
Leave Stop 1 and continue ahead. 
Crossroad. Turn right (south). Itinerary now crosses the buried 
Danvers Bedrock Valley, which trends to the southwest toward the 
village of Danvers. 
1.05 4.55 Crossroad. Continue ahead straight. 
0.15 
0.4 
0.5 
0.1 
1.1 
0.55 
0.35 
4.7 
5.1 
5.6 
5.7 
6.8 
Notice the rather gentle undulating topography on top of the moraine 
at this point. To the right in the field are a couple of low spots 
that are very poorly drained. Drainage from the surrounding area is 
in toward these low sags, and the tight clayey till beneath does not 
permit rainwater to percolate downward very easily. Descend the 
Eureka Moraine front; notice the Bloomington Moraine straight ahead, 
and especially to the southwest. 
T-road from right. Continue straight. 
T-road from left. Continue ahead straight. 
STOP. Intersection with Route U.S. 150. Turn left (southeast) on 
150. 
T-road from right. Turn hard right (west) on blacktop. 
7.35 CAUTION. Unguarded railroad crossing. Continue ahead. 
7.7 Overpass above Interstate 74. Continue ahead and prepare to make 
hard left turn. 
0.15 7.85 T-road from left. Turn hard left. 
1.2 9.05 STOP. Intersection with Danvers Road. Continue ahead straight. 
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0.15 9.2 Contrast the surface topography here with what will be seen later 
(after lunch) north of the Mackinaw River--that is, it is very much 
more rolling and hummocky in this area than it is north of the 
Mackinaw. In many ways it does not look like the typical flat areas 
one would expect between glacial ridges. 
1.15 10.35 Pink till of the Bloomington Moraines exposed in east side of roadcut. 
Limestone and gneiss boulder erratics at top of west side of roadcut. 
1.05 11.4 STOP. T-road intersection. Turn left (southeast). 
0.25 11.65 T-road from right. Turn right (south). 
0.25 11.9 
0.4 12.3 
0.4 12.7 
0.1 12.8 
1.6 14.4 
0.5 14.9 
1.2 16.1 
CAUTION. Unguarded railroad crossing. 
STOP. Intersection with Illinois Route 9. Continue ahead (south) 
on blacktop. 
Itinerary crosses the crest of the Bloomington Moraines at this point. 
The view to the southwest is down across the Bloomington outwash plain. 
Continue south. 
STOP. Crossroads. Continue south. 
STOP. T-road intersection. Turn left on blacktop. 
T-road from right. Continue ahead (east). 
T-road from left just before railroad crossing. Turn left (northeast) .. 
0.15 16.25 To the right occasional glimpses of the Bloomington landfill. 
0.15 16.4 To the right across the track is an abandoned gravel pit. 
0.55 16.95 Stop No. 2. Physical and environmental geology of Sugar Creek Valley 
(Wedge SW~ NW~ NWt Sec. 7, T. 23 N., R. 2 E., McLean County; McLean 
15' Quadrangle). 
-~~q,;y Environmental Geology of Creek - This stop illustrates aspects of 
both geology and environmental problems just southwest of Bloomington and Normal. 
Here we are overlooking the valley of Sugar Creek, which has been cut into the 
Tiskilwa Till Member and breaches the Bloomington Moraine. 
The valley that contains~ Creek has been a drainageway for meltwaters 
from two different glaciers (refer to figure 6). As the Tiskilwa ice (Wisconsinan) 
flowed into this area from the northeast, meltwater from it ran down this valley 
and deposited outwash gravel and sand on the Radnor Till Member (Illinoian). The 
Tiskilwa ice, continuing to flow forward, overrode its own outwash and deposited 
till of the Tiskilwa Member on it • 
.f"' ('~· .lt- JJo.n~ 
iskilwa glacier melted, another glacier came into the 
area and stood at the Morain Its meltwaters also flowed down this 
valley, cut a channel almost all the way through the Tiskilwa Till Member, and 
deposited nearly 30 feet of sand and gravel on top of it down the valley. The 
Tiskilwa Till reaches thicknesses in excess of 100 feet (well data show the base 
of the till at about 710 feet here, and the till uplands beside the stop to the 
w 
-Boor 
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Fig. 6 - Typical cross section across Sugar Creek Valley near Bloomington-Normal. 
east and west have elevations greater than 810 feet). However, only a few feet of 
Tiskilwa Till remain in the Sugar Creek Valley, separating two sand and gravel 
deposits. The cross section illustrates the relationshlps of the till and gravel 
units as they exist several miles to the southwest, and at least 2 or 3 miles to 
the northeast, of this site. 
These thick outwash deposits provide two important resources to the area: 
sand and gravel and ground water. Many gravel pits have been developed along Sugar 
Creek Valley, both at this site and to the northeast and southwest. Also, numerous 
wells have been developed in these sand and gravel beds, and they supply a portion 
of the ground water utilized by the City of Normal and by several industries and 
~ a few homes. Most of the major usage of ground water from these sand and gravel 
aquifers in the immediate area is to the north of this site. 
This valley is also interesting because of the problems arising from 
land use in it. The abandoned gravel pit opposite the stop has been used as the 
site of the municipal solid-waste landfill. The municipal sewage-treatment plant 
(the building with the red tile roof) is located just a short distance to the 
northeast. Because water enters the gravel aquifer quickly and moves rapidly 
through it, both the effluent from the sewage treatment plant and the leachate 
(material dissolved and washed out) from the landfill are potential sources of 
ground-water contamination southward down the valley. Although such pollution is 
normally dissipated in a short distance by dilution, the development of a supple-
mental ground~water supply for the City of Normal has been hindered, partly 
because of apprehensions about water from wells drilled into the gravel beds down-
stream from these facilities. 
Multiple and sequential use of land is becoming more and more necessary, 
and the knowledge of the geology and ground-water conditions of a region becomes 
extremely important to its efficient and most beneficial use. 
(~: the article "The Occurrence of Ground Water 11 in the appendix 
provides a general discussion of the geology of ground water.) 
Drainage across the Bloomington Morainic System - It is interesting to 
note the relationship of drainage to the various moraines in the field trip area. 
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An examination of the itinerary map shows that the Bloomington Morainic System is 
crossed by fairly numerous small streams that assist in draining at least part of 
the back slope as well as the crest. The positions of these streams--the West Fork 
of Sugar Creek, King's Mill Creek, and Sugar Creek--are undoubtedly the result of 
the ponding and overflow of meltwater across sags in the crest with commensurate 
rapid downcutting to breach the moraine. When the glacier melted back from the 
Bloomington Moraine, meltwater was ponded between the ice front and the 
moraine until it overtopped the moraine. The Normal and El Paso Moraines show 
this same type of drainage to a lesser degree . of development. The Eureka Moraine, 
however, is noticeably different from the others. In the field trip area, at 
least, its crest has been overtopped and breached only by the Mackinaw River on 
the west and to a lesser extent by Sugar Creek on the east. The remainder of the 
drainage is through a network of small northward- and westward-flowing creeks 
established on the back slope that are tributaries to the Mackinaw River and 
through another set of smaller streams on the front that drain through Rock Creek 
to the Mackinaw on the west. 
0.0 16.95 Leave Stop 2 and continue ahead (north). 
1.0 17.95 CAUTION. Unguarded railroad crossing. Continue ahead. 
0.15 18.1 T-road intersection. Turn right. 
0.1 18.2 Y-intersection. Turn right. 
0.6 18.8 STOP. Intersection with Route 9. CAUTION. Continue ahead straight. 
0.8 19.6 CAUTION. Loose gravel. Continue ahead. 
0.7 20.3 T-road from left. Continue ahead on blacktop. 
0.2 20.5 CAUTION. Railroad crossing. 
0.05 20.55 STOP. Intersection with Route 150. Turn left (northwest) on Route 
150. 
0.35 20.9 
0.5 21.4 
0.1 21.5 
0.2 21.7 
0.4 22.1 
0.4 22.5 
Normal Road from right. Continue ahead on 150. 
Prepare to turn right. 
Turn right on blacktop and then bear left. Historical marker to 
right just before turning off highway. Continue straight north for 
about 8 miles. 
Note view of Normal and Eureka Moraines ahead, particularly towards 
the upper right. 
Here the intermorainal area is not as cut up by streams as the area 
that was noted at mile 9.2. Here the ground surface is more flat, 
as might be expected between drift ridges. 
Ascend Normal Moraine. 
0.65 23.15 Overpass over Interstate 74. Continue north. 
0.75 23.9 Ascend Eureka Moraine. 
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0.65 24.55 Shallow sag in the upland surface with internal drainage. 
0.15 24.7 
1.1 25.8 
Crossroads. Continue north. Crest of Eureka Moraine along this part 
of itinerary. 
Crossroads. Continue north. 
1.0 26.8 T-road from right. Continue north. 
0.05 26.85 T-road from left. Continue north. 
0.95 27.8 T-road from right. Continue north. 
0.05 27.85 
0.35 28.2 
0.6 28.8 
0.65 29.45 
0.1 29.55 
0.25 29.8 
0.25 30. OS 
0.6 30.65 
0.2 30.85 
0.9 31.75 
0.2 31.95 
0.15 32.1 
0.1 32.2 
STOP. Y-intersection. Continue ahead north. 
Y-intersection to the left. Continue straight (north). 
T-road from right. Continue north. 
Cross arm of Evergreen Lake. 
CAUTION. Loose gravel. 
Crossroads. Turn left. 
Note large glacial erratics on left at fencepost. Continue ahead. 
T-road from left. Continue straight on gravel. 
Blacktop road. Continue ahead and bear left. 
Enter Evergreen Lake Dam. 
Spillway, Evergreen Lake. 
East abutment to dam. 
Stop No. 3. Location of boring conducted for the soils investigation 
of Evergreen Lake dam site and an ~xposure of Malden Till (SE corner 
of NW~ SW~ SE~ Sec. 1, T. 25 N., R. 1 E., Woodford County; Danvers 
15 1 Quadrangle). 
Evergreen Lake is impounded by a compacted earth-fill dam which is about 
2,000 feet long at its crest and about 75 feet high at its deepest part. Before 
the dam was built, test borings were drilled along its planned axis--a line along 
its crest--and the layers of sediment penetrated were sampled so that the physical 
properties of the soils that would support the dam structure could be ascertained. 
Test Boring No. 1 - The site of Boring No. 1 is close to this stop. It 
is near the east end of the dam axis, on top of the natural ground slope. The 
boring is of particular interest because it is deep--248 feet--and penetrates 
Pleistocene strata for its entire length; the oldest beds are evidently Kansan 
sediments that are not exposed anywhere else in the area. Figure 7 provides a 
graphic column of the boring and a description of the samples. Grain-size, clay-
mineral, and carbonate-mineral analyses of some of the samples are listed beside 
the column in the approximate stratigraphic position of the sample they were taken 
from. 
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Fig. 7 - BORING NO. 1 
Depths 
o-.--_-.---. .... 736 1 elev. 
·'\ . . . 
•. /, o WISCONSINAN STAGE 
·., · : \ ·. Woodfordian Substage 
.o .'. ·; · 20' Malden Till M.: yellowish brown silty 
: ~o · <· clay with sand & gravel; 4' of brownish 
20 1+-----4---
' -O/: ~ 14' 
/ \..:. 
gray sand at base. 
Tiskilwa Till M.: brownish gray silty 
clay with sand & gravel. 
l 
34 ,~·--0---+ _____ Farmdalian Substage 
- ~ 41 Robein Silt: gray & black silt with bko¥n 381-4--=::.....!..:===+-~A~GAMONIAN STAGE organic poe e s.l 
7' Berry Clay M.: greenish gray silty clay 
45'~----4------ w1th sand. 
o • ILLINOIAN STAGE 
:. ~ ~~ ~ Jubilee an Substage I 
- ·- Radnor Till M.: gray clayey gravelly sand 
0 • • •• 23'.:!: 
/. -' 
0 
/. 
0 
\ ~· 17'+ 
........ . , -
* 89' 
'-.,/'V .... 
c • \ :t;) 
'\~ -
" 
0 
186' . /. 
1881 :. :··,'.· ...... 2' 
; :o·\ _... 
7' . ·o 
1951 I-. 
-· -· 
-·- 4' 199 1 
. () . () 
. o·. ·o' . 
220 I -+-_.;._-..:.J 
' /• . 
. 0 
0 \ .. 
a 
. . . 28 1 
I \ . 
0 • 
.......... 
.o 
with gray silt, gray sand, & brownish 
gray sandy silt at top. 
Till, similar to above, boulders near 
base . 
Till, consisting of gray clayey silt with 
sand & gravel. Layers of sand & gravel 
near middle. Pieces of wood near base. 
Sand, gray. 
Till, consisting of gray clayey silt with 
gravel & sand. 
Silt, gray, with sand & wood. 
Sand, gray; becomes coarser downward . 
Till, consisting of gravelly gray clayey 
sand. 
. \ a * Middle of unit omitted to save space. Verbal 
. 
&! 
J 
I II III IV 
~ ,---"---. r ~ 
~ ~ E-t ~ 0 ~ ~ H >< ~ 0 Cf.1 Cf.1 0 rx:l H 0 A 
3 16 48 36 4 82 14 16 33 
-
46 27 27 4 84 12 0 17 
3 26 40 34 9 69 22 31 35 
26,500± radiocarbon years B.P. 
. 
16 41 43 62 20 18 0 0 
-
5 32 44 24 5 73 22 34 38 
8 40 34 26 5 75 20 23 35 
- --- 17 64 19 34 36 
- 36 44 20 118 63 19 32 34 
21 62 17 27 25 
Jo.c::.~ 
-- 38 Tl 44 25 47 37l6-r-12 0 
:> 40,000 radiocarbon years B.P. 
-
14 57 29 58 28 14 0 0 
35 39 26 24 59 17 48 22 
(105 1±)--- 18 62 20 70 18 
(135'±)-- ~ 20 57 23 58 20 
(155'±) 31 47 22 29 51 20 31 17 
26 52 22 35 46 19 21 16 
-
1 75 24 24 54 22 27 18 
49 13 38 36 48 16 32 23 
36 38 26 126 52 22 29 26 
248'Total depth description is complete. ~----------~ 
- III - EX = % expandable clay minerals 
I - Gravel as % of total sample I == % illite 
II - Sand, silt, and clay in %of less-than-2-mm K+C = %kaolinite plus chlorite 
fraction of sample IV - Counts/second of calcite anQ dolomite 
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Analyses of Samples - A grain-size analysis (columns I and II on figure 
7) is performed by sieving a soil sample and measuring the relative quantities of 
gravel, sand, silt, and clay in it. The silt and clay separation is determined 
by hydrometer analysis. An x-ray diffraction analysis (columns III and IV), which 
determines the relative amounts of clay and carbonate minerals in a sample, is 
made by rotating a sample in an x-ray beam and recording the various intensities 
of radiation reflected by the sample during its rotation. The results of these 
analyses can be used to identify the layers of drift deposited by different 
glaciers if the deposits of each glacier prove to have a regionally distinctive, 
recognizable grain-size and mineral composition. Such is often the case, because 
each flowing glacier ground the rock and earth it picked up into a very homogeneous 
mixture and because the glaciers that flowed into the state came from several dif-
ferent directions and moved over different materials. Therefore; in small, several-
county-sized regions the grain size and mineral composition in a particular till 
may be consistent and the clay and carbonate composition of glacial material will 
probably indicate what region the glacier came across. Glaciers moving into 
Illinois from the northwest eroded and picked up sediments from bedrock that con-
tained relatively large quantities of expandable clay minerals and calcite. On 
the other hand, glaciers flowing from the northeast and east carried tills having 
relatively high quantities of illite and chlorite (clay minerals) and dolomite. 
Figure 7 - Boring No. 1 was located at the east end of the dam axis, 
near the NE corner of the swt swt SE~ of Section 1, T. 25 N., R. 1 E., Woodford 
County. Considering these points will help one understand the analytical data in 
this table and the others: 
1. The tills penetrated by the boring all have northeastern-source 
compositions; that is, compared to northwestern-source tills, they contain rela-
tively high quantities of illite, chlorite, and dolomite. 
2. The two samples in the Malden Till Member show a marked change in 
grain-size percentages, but they have nearly identical clay-mineral compositions. 
3. The mineral compositions of the Malden Till, the Radnor Till, and 
the unnamed till under the Radnor are quite different. These compositions are 
characteristic of the compositions of these members at other exposures on this 
field trip. 
4. The identities of the units under the Radnor Till are not firmly 
established, although their compositions and stratigraphic positions are like 
those of Yarmouthian and Kansan deposits that are known in other regions. 
5. The "greater than 40,000 radiocarbon years Before Present" date for 
the Lierle Clay Member indicates that the sample is older than that date and too 
old to be accurately dated by radiocarbon analysis. 
Exposure of Malden Till Member - The uppermost till unit in Boring No. 1 
is exposed on both sides of the roadcut at the stop. Figure 8 illustrates the 
exposure on the south side of the road. The changes in the color and composition 
of the silt and till downward through the section have been caused by the soil-
forming processes of weathering and infiltration by living things. The section 
is said to have an "immature" profile because the upper zones, the layers differ-
entiated by color, texture, and composition, are thin, indistinct, and few (a blocky 
clayey subsoil, orB-zone, seems to be missing). 
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SILT {A-zone developed in ? Loess): 8" of moderate brown silt & 4 11 o,f ----~,...-- L reddish brown s~lt • 1'0 11 
c: TILL ( zone): olive gray & yellowish brown 
/ . 
__ C_L ___ · _\~o~~m_ottled silty, pebbly clay; Mn skins • 1 I 811 
cc G.rca..-l!'c:;;~s 2 
0 TILL (CC-zone}: light olive brown, silty, stony clay, 
streaked greenish gray; calcareous. Abundant pebbles 
& cobbles 
I 0 
0 
---->~ North () 
cc 
D TILL {D-zone): olive gray, silty, 
pebbly clay; calcareous 
Fig. 8 - Exposure of Malden Till Member showing immature soil profile. 
o.o 32.2 Leave Stop 3. Continue ahead. 
0.85 33.05 Water intake tower to right. Continue ahead around curve. 
0.6 33.65 T-road from right. Turn right (south). 
0.6 34.25 Marshlands off to the right. 
0.6 34.85 STOP. Turn left (east). 
8 1 6" 
4' 6" 
1.0 35.85 STOP. Intersection with U.S. 51. DANGEROUS INTERSECTION. Continue 
ahead east. 
0.15 36.0 Note large erratics behind house to the right. 
0.35 36.35 CAUTION. Rough unguarded railroad crossing. Continue ahead. 
0.2 36.55 STOP. Crossroads. Jog right, then left, and continue ahead. 
1.3 37.85 Crossroads. Continue east. 
1.65 39.5 T-road from left. Turn left (north) on west side of lake. 
0.75 40.25 STOP. Continue ahead (north). 
0.35 40.6 T-road from right. Continue ahead north. 
0.35 40.95 Bloomington Waterworks on the right. Continue ahead north across 
dam. 
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0.2 41.15 Stop No. 4. Lake Bloomington Spillway Section. Park on either right 
or left side and proceed west down the south side of the spillway 
(S side of Money Creek, \ NW~ NEt and N&k NE~ NW~ Sec. 1. T. 25 N., 
R. 2 E. , McLean County; Normal 15' Quadrangle) • 
The spillway cut displays five tills, the largest section known in the 
area and the subject of intense study and speculation since its discovery. With 
this display of Pleistocene sediments and figure 9 before us, perhaps a narrative 
of the glacial history of the Carlock area becomes more comprehensible. 
Glacial History of the Carlock Area - Prior to the advent of Pleistocene 
continental glaciation, streams and rivers had developed a rather mature erosional 
topography in this area. Rolling hills and broad major valleys were eroded on the 
Pennsylvanian bedrock. · Although the first Pleistocene glaciation known in the 
Midwest, the Nebraskan, appears to have entered western Illinois but not this 
region, there is evidence that Nebraskan glacial meltwaters caused considerable 
downcutting in the major valleys of Illinois, including the Danvers Valley which 
lies under the field trip area. A long period of moderating temperatures called 
the Aftonian Substage followed the melting of the Nebraskan glaciers. 
The Kansan glaciation followed the Aftonian. The first of the Kansan 
glaciers, advancing from both the northwest and northeast, deposited large quanti-
ties of outwash in some of these main valleys. This basal glacial outwash is 
called the Sankoty Sand. Both the glaciers from the northeast and the northwest 
flowed to about the position of the present Illinois Valley. Several pulses of 
the Kansan glacier advanced and melted in this area, leaving locally thick deposits 
of glacial till, particularly in the bedrock valley areas, thereby greatly smooth-
ing the pre-glacial bedrock topography. With the melting of the last Kansan 
glacier, a long warming period developed which is called the Yarmouthian Substage. 
During this time, thick soils formed. All of the deposits from the top of this 
soil to the base of the Kansan till are now included in the Banner Formation. 
The third glacial stage, the Illinoian, was the most extensive glaciation 
in Illinois and covered all of Woodford and MCLean Counties. At least four major 
pulses of the Illinoian glacier are recorded in the tills of the area, all of which 
are included in the Glasford Formation. These Illinoian glaciers·, in general, left 
thinner till deposits than did the Kansan, but smoothed the topography even more. 
After the Illinoian glaciation, only broad sags remained where the former bedrock 
valleys had been. There was at least one principal ice-free period during the 
Illinoian Stage, as evidenced by the peat bed (the "organic silt" under the Radnor 
Till) at the Lake Bloomington spillway. Not all the Illinoian tills which have 
been identified throughout McLean and Woodford Counties are present at this expo-
sure, even though the cut is deep enough to expose what is possibly Kansan till 
below the boulder pavement. The absence of some units suggests that several of 
the Illinoian glaciers were very active in this area and sharply eroded earlier-
deposited tills. Illinoian time was concluded by climatic warming. The glaciers 
melted completely and again soil formed. A deposit that accumulated during the 
interglacial period and formed a soil is called the Berry Clay Member of the 
Glasford Formation. The interglacial time is called the Sangamonian Stage, and a 
soil formed by weathering pre-Sangamon deposits is called the Sangamon Soil. In 
other areas the Sangamon Soil is a bright reddish brown, well-drained soil devel-
oped on till. 
The last major stage of glaciation, the Wisconsinan, is thought to have 
begun about 70 or 75 thousand years ago with pulses of ice which reached only into 
northern Illinois. The deposits of the earliest glaciers, those of the Altonian 
§E-t>t 0~0~ rJJ~S i'JH :;t(3~ 
22 42 36 7 84 9 12 -  ~DEN TILL MEMBER 
_\ · /. I Till, pale yellowish 
5 37 58 . ~ ·. /_ ;' brown m?ttled g 7' 6" 
6 85 9 19 26 . , I -.,. . I' / .. 
f. : • • • . .. 
Sand, grayish orange, clean 
laminated 51 6" 
-------t--6--86--8-r:=-1- 1-+-=-·0 · ~· o· 'o. o TISKILWA TILL MBR. 
12 71 17 28 42 ' 0 1 ~ Till, moderate brown & 0 1\ 0 \ 
13 71 16 26 38 , lo t __, grayish brown • 
----=-A=v--t-----:6,---79_1_5-+---2-5-+,-. _":_o_'--.-, -. 
0
--- RADNOR TILL MER. 
34 42 24 1 , 0 Till, top 4 1 streaked rusty 
28 40 32 
• 314" 
(i 
5 78 17 27 35 .o ~ · .: brown & greenish gray, 
light olive gray below. 
2" sand layer dips 
across 
AV 
.111 5" 34 40 26 
Wall Low Water Level 
approx. 50 1 
Fig. 9 - Pleistocene strata exposed on south side of Lake Bloomington spillway. 
---)~West 
,...... 
0'1 
• 3'7" 
• 5' 6" 
• 4' 
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Substage, are represented only by loess in McLean County (see Stop 8, the Danvers 
Section). At the end of Altonian time the glaciers melted well back into Canada, 
allowing vegetation to grow and some sedimentation and soil development to take 
place during a span of about 6,000 years between approximately 22 and 28 thousand 
years ago. This interval is represented by the Robein Silt, which has been dated 
both at the Danvers Section and in the borings at the Evergreen Lake dam. The 
Robein Silt is not present in the spillway cut, perhaps because it was scraped off 
by the Tiskilwa ice. The beginning of the Woodfordian Substage (which is named 
after Woodford County) is marked in some places by loess deposits. This loess is 
also exposed at the Danvers Section. Shortly after the deposition of the loess, 
the major advance of the Woodfordian Substage covered this region. The basal till, 
which was only deposited locally, is called the Delavan Till Member of the Wedron 
Formation. However, the principal till found in northern and eastern McLean and 
most of Woodford Counties is the reddish brown, red, and reddish-gray Tiskilwa 
Till Member of the Wedron Formation. This till layer extends at least as far as 
Bloomington in this area. The final episode of glaciation in the McLean and 
Woodford County region came after a period of melting of the Tiskilwa ice with the 
advance of the glacier which deposited the Malden Till Member. At this time, the 
flow of the Woodfordian glacier changed and moved from a different source area, 
because the clay mineral composition and other mineralogical characteristics of 
the till changed markedly and the reddish colors of the Tiskilwa gave way to the 
grays of the Malden. The melting of the ice that deposited the Malden Till 
uncovered upland surfaces and loess, called "Richland," was deposited on them. 
During that tirre other tills were being deposited in northern Illinois. 
Upon melting, the Woodfordian glaciers each left a series of arcuate 
ridges, or end moraines, which have been mapped throughout this region. These 
moraines have helped to mark the boundaries of the individual till sheets and to 
reconstruct the melting history of the glaciers. 
exposure. 
classes: 
NOTE: It will be helpful to compare figure 7 with figure 9 and with the 
1. On the basis of their clay mineralogy, the five tills form three 
a. tills containing 75 to 80% illite--the Malden, Radnor, and 
the till under the Radnor; 
b. till containing high expandable clay minerals and low illite--
the basal till; 
c. till containing about 70% illite--the Tiskilwa. 
2. The rusty and greenish gray streaked top 4 feet of the Radnor Till 
may be the Sangamon Soil. Weathering during the Sangamonian Interglacial Stage 
probably penetrated the Radnor and altered its composition. The Tiskilwa ice 
probably scraped off a good deal of the weathered till but left this basal part 
of the soil zone. 
3. The line of boulders between the lowermost two tills is a "boulder 
pavement," a feature not often seen. "Stone lines" (see figure at Stop 7) and 
boulder pavements occur at the contact of two tills. Evidently large stones 
carried at the base of moving ice become lodged in the older till the ice moves 
over. The to~of the stones in such a feature are generally ground flat and 
grooved in one direction, a consequence of being ground by the rocks imbedded in 
the glacier ice. 
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4. The lowermost till may be of Illinoian or Kansan age. However, it 
happens that its clay and carbonate mineral composition match the composition of 
the till in figure 7 that is placed at the top of the Kansan (at depth 98 1). If 
the till here is Kansan, the Illinoian section here, which is about 21 feet thick, 
is for some reason half the thickness of the Illinoian section in Boring No. 1, 
which is 54 feet thick. 
0.0 41.15 Leave Stop 4. Turn around and retrace route to the south. 
0.25 41.4 Turn left at Bloomington water plant and then bear right on the 
blacktop beyond gate. 
0.25 41.65 T-road intersection. Turn right (south) toward pavilion. 
0.1 41.75 Stop No. 5. Lunch at pavilion area on west side of Lake Bloomington 
(SE~ SW~ NE\ Sec. 1, T. 25 N., R. 2 E., McLean County; Normal 15 1 
Quadrangle). 
Compare the proliferation of building around this lake with 
the lack of it around Evergreen Lake to the west. What will 
be the effect of this much building on the life of this lake 
and the quality of its water? Will there be a substantial 
difference in the quality of the two lakes? 
In order to save time and facilitate traffic flow, the following dis-
cussion of underground gas storage is presented here. This discussion is pertinent, 
however, because the south part of the Northern Illinois Gas Company's Lake Bloom- ; 
ington storage reservoir underlies part of Lake Bloomington at a depth of approxi-
mately 3,600 feet here at Stop No. 5. 
The underground storage of natural gas in Illinois is becoming increas-
singly important to our present-day society. As the population grows, greater 
amounts of gas are needed for home heating, cooking, and industrial use. Consumer 
demand for gas varies considerably from summer to winter months because of fluctu-
ating seasonal requirements, mainly for heating purposes. It would not be econom-
ically feasible or efficient to construct greater numbers of expensive pipelines 
large enough to meet peak demands during the winter heating season. By operating 
presently existing pipelines at full capacity on a year-round basis, the excess 
gas transmitted from major southern gas fields can be pumped into large underground 
storage facilities during the off-heating months and stored until it is needed in 
large market areas such as St. Louis and Chicago. This is exactly what is being 
done in Illinois and other parts of the United States. 
At the present time, ten companies operate 32 underground storage projectr 
in Illinois to store more than 500 billion cubic feet of natural gas. The Lake 
Bloomington gas storage project is one of these. These projects are estimated to 
have a potential storage capacity of more than 1.5 trillion cubic feet of natural 
gas. Three of these projects currently store gas in two reservoir rock units. 
Studies and outlining by drilling of three or four other large potential reservoirs 
are currently under way. The Illinois State Geological Survey has published a 
detailed report of underground natural gas storage as Illinois Petroleum 86, 
"Underground Storage of Natural Gas in Illinois--1967." This publication may be 
obtained free by writing to the Survey, Natural Resources Building, Urbana; 
Il~inois 61801. 
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The first successful underground storage of gas occurred in Welland 
County, Ontario, Canada in 1915. The first successful underground storage of gas 
in the United States was accomplished south of Buffalo, New York, in 1916. Althoug: 
experiments with gas storage in Illinois were made at New Harmony by Superior Oil 
Company as early as 1941, the first successful attempt was made by Mississippi RiveY 
Fuel Corporation at Waterloo in 1950. Illinois ranks fifth in the nation behind 
Pennsylvania, Michigan, Ohio, and West Virginia in total reservoir capacity among 
the states that utilize underground gas storage. However, Illinois ranks first by 
a substantial margin in the amount of gas storage in aquifers, that is, reservoir 
rocks in which the native fluid is water. 
The first requirement for · a successful gas-storage facility is a suitable 
geologic structure in which there are porous and permeable strata overlain by 
impermeable caprock to trap the gas. The gas is pumped under high pressure into 
the voids in the rock, which may be the spaces between the sand grains in a sand-
stone, the openings between mineral particles in limestone or dolomite, fractures 
in the rock, and/or solution cavities. The pore, or void space, in a typical 
reservoir rock makes up 15 to 25 percent of its total volume. The permeability of 
the rock is extremely important because the voids must be interconnecting so that 
the gas can easily pass into and out of the reservoir. As the gas is forced into 
the reservoir rock, it displaces some of the fluids that already occupy the voids 
and eventually forms a bubble. During withdrawal of the gas, the pressure within 
the storage bubble is reduced and the water reoccupies the voids. 
In Illinois ten underground gas-storage facilities utilize former oil 
or gas producing structures, but the remainder utilize bedrock traps in structures 
that originally contained no commercial quantities of oil and gas. About 95 percen! 
of Illinois storage to date is in aquifers. In Illinois gas is stored underground 
in Paleozoic strata ranging in age from Cambrian to Pennsylvanian. At least 90 
percent of the present storage volume is in Cambrian and Ordovician sandstones. 
Northern Illinois Gas Company, the operator of the Lake Bloomington gas-
storage facility (fig. 10), purchases gas from four gas transmission companies and 
sells it to more than one million consumers in 34 northern Illinois counties 
through a network of distributary mains and lines. At the present, the company 
has eight gas-storage projects for storing gas arriving in this region during the 
summer months. Two of these projects are still being tested and are not yet 
furnishing gas to their market. 
The Lake Bloomington project storage structure was discovered in 1967. 
Gas was first injected into the reservoir stratum during July, 1969, and the unit 
became operational during 1970. No gas withdrawals have been made yet except for 
testing purposes. By the end of 1972, approximately 28 billion cubic feet of gas 
will have been injected into the reservoir. 
The reservoir stratum in this project is the Cambrian Mt. Simon Sandstone 
Formation, a thick, porous stratum that is capped by the relatively impervious Eau 
Claire Formation, which consists of considerable thicknesses of tight, compact 
shale. These rocks are bowed up into a small anticline that occurs near the 
La Salle Anticlinal Belt. The arched rocks form a trap that is structurally more 
than 100 feet high in the subsurface, approximately 3 miles wide, east-west, and 
about 5 miles long, north-south. A hole drilled about 0.5 mile west of the com-
pressor station would encounter the Mt. Simon at a depth of about 3,525 feet below 
the ground surface. This structure has a potential storage capacity of 150 billion 
cubic feet of gas, about 70 billion cubic feet of which would be available for use. 
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1 Mile 
... ~ 
.9o 0 
Structure contour on top of 
Mt. Simon Sandstone. Sea level 
datum • 
· T. 26 N. 
,.__-+-- ------ --T.25N. 
Fig. 10 - Northern Illinois Gas Company Lake Bloomington Gas-Storage Project. 
0.0 41.75 Leave Stop 5. Continue around drive to the south and west toward 
the main road. 
0.2 41.95 STOP. Intersection with main road. Turn right (north) on blacktop. 
0.25 42.2 Cross Lake Bloomi~gton dam again. 
0.2 42.4 CAUTION. Narrow bridge across spillway. 
0.05 42.45 T-road from left. Continue northeast. 
0.7 43.15 Crossroads. Continue ahead on blacktop. 
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1.2 44.35 Notice large glacial erratics to the left near the farm lane. 
0.2 44.55 Crossroads. Turn left (north) on Gridley Road. 
0.5 45.05 Cross Mackinaw River. 
0.7 45.75 Crossroads. Turn left (northwest). 
0 4 46 .• 15 In field to left, observation well for gas storage. 
0.25 46.4 Ascend El Paso Moraine front. 
0.55 46.95 Crossroads. Turn right (north) on blacktop. 
0.4 47.35 Northern Illinois Gas Company's gas-storage compressor facility to 
left (see Stop 5 for discussion). Continue ahead. 
0.45 47.8 T-road from left. Turn left. 
0.45 48.25 Gas-storage input well to right. 
0.2 48.45 To left, three gas-storage input wells. 
0.1 48.55 Two gas-storage input wells to the right. 
0.25 48.8 T-road intersection. Turn right (north). 
0.75 49.55 Crossroads. Turn left (west). 
0.6 50.15 Itinerary crosses a portion of the El Paso Moraine crest. The eleva·· 
tion here is slightly above 760 feet, that is, 100 feet lower than 
Stop 1 on the Eureka Moraine, llt miles to the southwest. Here the 
moraine crest is much lower and much less rugged in relationship 
to the adjacent intermorainal areas than the crests noted earlier 
along the Eureka and Bloomington Moraines. 
0.35 50.5 Gas storage observation well to the left. 
0.05 50.55 T-road intersection. STOP. Turn left (south). 
0.5 51.05 T-road from right. Turn right (west). 
0.5 51.55 Crossroads. Continue ahead on blacktop. 
2.0 53.55 Crossroads. STOP. Power sub-station on right. Continue ahead. 
0.35 53.9 CAUTION. Unguarded railroad crossing. Continue ahead. 
0.7 54.6 STOP. DANGEROUS INTERSECTION with U.S. 51. Continue ahead. 
0.25 54.85 T-road from right. Continue ahead. 
0.35 55.2 For about the next 2.5 miles the itinerary crosses a very slightly 
undulating, undissected till plain that has numerous areas in which 
there is no drainage to the outside. Streams have not eroded headward 
enough to cut into this relatively small area. Once the sod was 
0.4 55.6 
0.8 56.4 
0.2 56.6 
0.1 56.7 
0.25 56.95 
0.4 57.35 
0.25 57.6 
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broken, heavy rains on this undissected surface caused erosion by 
sheetwash into the sags. This slow accretion of fine-textured mate-
rials into the shallow undrained low places produced a deposit termed 
"accretion-gley." Because the area was poorly drained, it remained 
wet for longer periods of time, especially following wet seasons, pro-
ducing an inhospitable environment for small, burrowing soil animals 
that normally would have consumed the deep roots of tall prairie 
grasses. Lush grasses thrived and accumulated in the sags, where they 
decomposed to form thick, black, rich, upland prairie soils. The soils 
found in the sags probably are within a foot or two of the original 
till -plain surface before the sod was broken. 
Jog at crossroads. Continue west. 
Notice how dark the soil is in this area. 
Crossroads. Continue west. 
To the right about 400 feet is a small swampy depression containing 
water. 
A large swampy area extends on both sides of the road. The surface 
this area may be very similar to a surface that has very recently 
been deglaciated. Drainage is very poor, and large swampy tracts 
abound in a very gentle, hummocky topography. 
T-road from left. Continue ahead. 
T-road from right. Continue ahead. 
in 
0.55 58.15 CAUTION. Narrow culvert. Notice that the drainage is better here. 
This soil is brown and doesn't contain as much humus as the black, 
poorly drained soil discussed previously at mileage 55.2. 
0.45 58.6 T-road. Turn left (south). 
0.55 59.15 CAUTION. Narrow culvert. 
0.45 59.6 STOP. Crossroads. Turn right (west). 
1.2 60.8 Crossroads. Continue -ahead. 
0.8 61.6 T-road from left. Continue ahead on loose gravel. 
0.85 62.45 Gravel pit to right. Continue ahead. 
0.15 62.6 
0.2 62.8 
STOP. T-road intersection. Turn right (north). 
Stop No. 6. Illinoian till and outwash exposed in gravel pit (E side 
of road, SE~ NW~ SWt and NEt SW\ SW~ Sec. 30, T. 26 N., R. 1 E., 
Woodford County; Danvers 15 1 Quadrangle). 
The section illustrated by figure 11 runs north-south along the east edge 
of the larger pit. The north end of the section is the cutbank south of the 
house, and the south end is the opposite cutbank. 
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ILLINOIAN STAGE - JUBILEEAN SUBSTAGE 
Radnor Till Member 
Till, olive gray . . 41 
Silt, yellot-rish brown, pebbly • 211 to l'+ 
--->.;:..south 
Till, brownish gray to gray mottled, contains 
contorted 3" sand streak at base 7' 
Till, gray • 141 
*-----
----· 
. . ~ ... : ... Outwash sand & gravel, contains silt & 
sand beds ~ till balls f .~ 24' 
/ 
( slumped~ 
"' 
Pit Bottom 
Fig. ll - Illinoian till and outwash exposed in gravel pit. 
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The thick sand and gravel unit under the Radnor Till was deposited by 
meltwater running off the front of the Radnor glacier and carrying glacial sediment£ 
freed from the ice. The flowing glacier finally reached this position, overrode 
its outwash, and covered it with till. 
The Panther Creek Valley - As the route map shows, Panther Creek (in this 
valley) joins the Mackinaw at the place where the Mackinaw turns southwest to flow 
through the Eureka Moraine. Panther Creek is in line with the Mackinaw's new course 
and is perpendicular to the El Paso and Eureka Moraines. 
As was noted before (page 3), this southwest drainage line runs over a 
buried bedrock valley between two buried bedrock uplands. These facts and the 
presence of the thick outwash deposit at this stop, in the Panther Creek Valley, 
indicate that this valley has probably acted as a sluiceway for meltwater off 
all the post-Kansan glaciers that stood at and between the Eureka Moraine and the 
El Paso Moraine (to which the drainage extends). The gravel in the pit may in 
fact be valley train deposits that extend for miles in the valley. 
Till Balls - The outwash contains a number of till balls. Because these 
lumps of till which come from the glacier would not be expected to last long in 
moving water, it is presumed that they did not move far, and that their . presence 
in a place indicates the ice front stood nearby at the time they were deposited. 
Rocks - This stop and the next afford excellent opportunities to collect 
different kinds of igneous, metamorphic, and sedimentary rocks. The igneous and 
metamorphic rocks--and many of - the sedimentary rocks as well--were carried here 
by the glacier from the northern Great Lakes region and Canada. Fossils will ofte~ 
be found, too. Small pieces of brown shale in the Wisconsinan drifts often contain 
fossil spores (Sporangites) on their surfaces which appear as barely visible redd ~~: 
amber specks. 
Mineral Production - The total value at the mine, quarry, well, or plant 
of minerals produced in Illinois during 1970 amounted to $716.3 million, the first 
year that the total value exceeded $700 million. For each of the preceding 14 
years production had exceeded $600 million annually. 
Sand and gravel are the only minerals in McLean and Woodford Countie~ 
that were produced during 1970. The total amount of sand and gravel produce d in 
the State in 1970 was 1.5 million tons valued at slightly more than $2 million. 
Land Surveys - The road along the west side of Stop No. 6 follows t he 
Third Principal Meridian (3rd P.M.), a meridian of longitude from which land sur -
veys over a large part of Illinois were made. In addition to the 3rd P.M., part of 
eastern Illinois was surveyed from the 2nd P.M., located in central Indiana, whi le 
land west of the Illinois River and west of the "Great Bend" of the Illinois nor t~.­
\'Jard to the Wisconsin state line was surveyed from the 4th P.M. located in western 
Illinois. 
0.0 
0.4 
62.8 
63.2 
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Leave Stop No. 6. Continue ahead north. 
CAUTION. Narrow bridge across Panther Creek. 
0.05 63.25 Notice the evidence of slumping in the roadcut. Some of the small 
trees, especially on the left, are angled out away from the edge 0f 
the slope, and the slope itself has slumped and bulged out below 
them, largely because of road-building procedures that left banks 
that were too steep and not properly drained. 
0.4 63.65 T-road from left. Turn left (west). 
0.7 64.35 CAUTION. Narrow bridge. 
0.3 64.65 T-road· from right. Continue ahead. 
0 .25 64.9 
0.55 65.45 
0.2 65.65 
0.3 65.95 
C) .1 66.05 
1 .15 67.2 
0.9 68.1 
Turn left, then right. Continue on blacktop to the west. 
CAUTION. Jog in road. 
Crossroads. Turn left (south). 
CAUTION. Narrow bridge. 
CAUTION. Narrow culvert. 
Y-intersection. Bear left and STOP. Continue ahead south on 
gravel. 
Stop No. 7. Wisconsinan and Illinoian till exposures in roadcut 
(tm side of road, SW corner NW~ SE~ SE~ Sec. 34, T. 26 N., R. 1 ~l ., 
Woodford County; Danvers 15 1 Quadrangle). 
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WISCONSINAN STAGE 
Wedron Formation 
Silt, reddish brown 
Malden Till Member 
Till, medium yellowish brown, 
gravelly • 
Outwash ? sand & gravel, medium 
yellowish brown 
Tiskilwa Till Member 
Till, medium yellovrish brown, 
(weathers "pink"}, stony with 
sandy zones. Short stone band 
4'± 
2'0" 
2'2" 
' () at base • 11 r 611 
10 30 41 29 /(. 12. 12. J'l ~<.. 
12 36 43 21 
12 44 41 15 (.. 81 13 
I 
ILLINOIAN STAGE 
Glasford Formation 
Radnor Till Member 
' 0. 
21 48 35 17 . 0 .•... 
--:-4--=-1_7_4=-:l:--:4~2:-t-------l--=------------lr- 22' 8" 
Outwash ? gravelly sand, dusky 
yellow, no visible bedding • 
&23. ~ 31 t-~ft-$7 
2 24 44 32 15 71 14 11 23 
9 28 38 34 21 68 11 9 14 
5 34 35 31 
5 31 37 32 14 65 21 13 31 
Till, light olive gray with rusty 
mottlings, gravelly 
--------''--~--+261 2 11 
' I 
' . :00-\ 
o. ,o -\ 
" / -
0 0 . 
Older Illinoian Till 
Till, olive gray, much like 
above • 
. I . \ 
--- ·- --341 
COVER 
--->~East 
31 0" 
7 ~ 911 
Fig. 12- Section. in roadcut below cellar hole (SW corner NW~ SEt SEt Sec. 34, T. 26 N., R. l w., 
Woodford County). 
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0. 0 68 .1 Leave Stop 7. Continue ahead (south). 
0.25 68.35 Mackinaw River bridge. 
1.0 69.35 !-road from left. Continue south. 
0.55 69.9 
0.4 70.3 
1.1 71.4 
0.1 71.5 
0.7 72.2 
The topography here on the Eureka Moraine is much more rolling and 
better drained than that on the El Paso Moraine because of the head-
ward growth of tributaries close to the Mackinaw River. 
Descend front of Eureka Moraine. 
Enter village of Congerville. 
STOP. Intersection with Route 150. Turn right (west). 
CAUTION. Railroad crossing. 
0.55 72.75 T-road from left. Turn left (south) onto blacktop road. 
0.5 73.25 Overpass over I-74. Continue ahead. 
1.0 74.25 T-road from right. Turn right (west). 
1.0 75.25 T-road from right. Continue west. 
0.25 75.5 T-road from left. Turn left (south}. 
0.6 76.1 Stop No. 8. Park just before crossing narrow bridge on right side 
of road. Wisconsinan and Illinoian tills exposed in high cutbank 
east of bridge on south side of creek (NW~ NE~ NW~ Sec$ 32, T ~ 25 N., 
R. 1 W., McLean County; Danvers 15 1 Quadrangle). 
Wisconsinan Stage 
Woodfordian Substage 
Wedron Formation 
Tiskilwa Till Mbr. 
Till, massive, calcareous, pink, bouldery, compact 10 ~ 
Gravel and sand, calcareous, tan, locally cemented at top • s ~ 
Delavan Till Mbr. 
Till, massive, calcareous, gray to gray-tan zot 
Morton Loess 
Moss, clay and silt, discontinuous, calcareous, gray 
to tan 
Loess, massive, calcareous, fossiliferous, gray 
streaked with tan 
Farrndalian Substage 
Robein Silt 
Silt, peaty silt, and peat, indistinctly bedded, leached , 
chocolate brown and tan with black streak at base; 
contains pieces of wood in the silt n 3.5 ~ 
Silt, massive to indistinctly bedded, leached, purple- tan 
and gray 2' 
Altonian Substage 
Roxana Silt 
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Silt, platy to crumb structure, leached, clayey; 
contains a few dispersed small pebbles; dark gray . 
Sangamonian Stage 
Glasford Formation 
Berry Clay Mbr. (Sangamon Soil) 
Accretion-gley consisting of dark gray to black clay, 
silt, and sand, grading downward to blue-gray and 
green-gray colluvium of leached till and silt 
Illinoian Stage 
Jubileean Substage 
Glasford Formation (continued) 
Radnor Till Mbr. 
Till, massive and locally jointed, calcareous, 
irregularly oxidized in upper part; gray pendants 
extend downward into tan 
(Danvers geologic section adapted from ISGS Reprint Series 1966-B.) 
End of field trip. 
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PLEISTOCENE GLACIATIONS IN ILLINOIS 
Origin of the Glaciers - During the past million years--the time called the 
Pleistocene Epoch--most of the northern hemisphere above the 50th parallel has been 
repeatedly covered by glacial ice. Four different times, ice caps formed in sub-
arctic regions and spread outward until they became ice sheets that covered northern 
parts of Europe and North America. In North America the four glaciations, in order 
of occurrence from the oldest to the youngest, are called the Nebraskan, Kansan, 
Illinoian, and Wisconsinan Stages. In the following pages the limits and times of 
the ice movement in the state are illustrated by several figures. 
The North American ice sheets developed in parts of eastern and central 
Can2da during periods when the mean annual temperature was perhaps 4° to 7° C. (7° -
12° F.) cooler than it is now and winter snows did not completely melt during the 
summers. Because the cooler periods lasted tens of thousands of years, thick masses 
of snow and ice accumulated to form ice caps. As the ice caps thickened, the great 
we~ght of the ice and snow piled in them caused their margins to flow outward, often 
for hundreds of miles. Ice caps and sheets evidently changed the climates of the 
regions they occupied, and the areas of snow accumulation probably grew as the ice 
sheets expanded. 
Tongues of ice--lobes--grew from the faster spreading margins of the ice 
sheets and some flowed southward from the Canadian centers around Hudson Bay and 
converged in the central lowland between the Appalachian and Rocky Mountains. In 
the lowland, which has since Paleozoic times held the courses of America's largest 
river systems, the glaciers made their farthest advances to the south. The sketch 
on the next page shows several centers of flow, the southern extent of glaciation, 
and the general directions of flow from the centers. Because Illinois lies entirely 
in the central lowland, it has been invaded by glaciers from every center--from the 
first glaciation about a million years ago, to the last, a mere 12,500 years ago. 
Effects of Glaciation - Pleistocene glaciers and the waters melting from 
them changed the landscapes they covered. The glaciers scraped and smeared the 
landforms they overrode, l~veling and filling many of the minor valleys and even some 
of the larger ones. Moving ice carried colossal amounts of rock and earth, for much 
of what the glaciers wore off the ground was kneaded into the moving ice and carried 
along, often for hundreds of miles. 
The continual floocls ~bed ~y melti~g icc 
trenched new drainageways, deepened old ones, partly 
refilled both with sediments, and washed great quantities 
of rock and earth beyond the glacier fronts. According 
to educated guesses, the amount of water drawn from the 
sea and changed into ice during a glaciation was probably 
enough to lower sea level to somewhat more than 300 feet 
below present level. Consequently, the volume of melt-
water available in a continental ice sheet to erode and 
transport sediment is so great that it is difficult to 
imagine. 
In most of Illinois, then, glaciers and their 
meltwaters buried the old rock-ribbed, low, hiil-and-
valley terrain and created the flatter landforms of our 
prairies. The mantle of soil material and the deposits 
of gravel, sand, and clay left by the glaciers over 
about 90 percent of the state have always been of incalculable value to Illinois' 
residents. 
Glacial Deposits - The deposits of earth and rock materials moved by a 
glacier and deposited as the glacier advances or melts are collectively called 
drift. Drift that is thought to be ice-laid is called till. Water-laid drift is 
called outwash. Pleistocene glaciations created many till and outwash forms that 
can still be recognized. 
Ice-laid drift--till--is deposited when earth and rock carried in the 
bottom of the ice are scraped off and plastered down, or when a glacier melts and 
the rock and earth it carries slumps to the ground. Because its sediments are not 
moved much by water, a till is unsorted (contains particles of different sizes and 
compositions) and unstratified (unlayered). A till may contain materials ranging 
in size from microscopic clay particles to large boulders. However, tills in 
Illinois generally occur as pebbly clays. 
Tills may be deposited as end moraines, the arc-shaped ridges that pile 
up along the glacier edges where the~owing ice cannot move the ice front forward 
--perhaps the ice is melting as fast as it moves forward, or perhaps the front is 
lodged on a ridge or slope. Till also may be deposited as ground moraines, or till 
plains, which are gently undulating sheet deposits dropped in place when the ice 
stagnated. Deposits of till identify places once covered by glaciers. Northeastern 
Illinois has many alternating broad ridges and level tracts, which are the succes-
sion of end moraines and till plains deposited by the Wisconsinan glacier. 
Sorted and stratified drift carried into place by water melting from the 
glacier is called outwash. As a meltwater stream washes the drift sediments along, 
it sorts them by size--lighter sands and clays are, as a rule, carried farther 
downstream than heavier gravels and cobbles. Outwashes are bedded or layered 
because the flow of water depositing them changes. If the flow of water dropping 
sand in a particular place increases and runs faster, the water can carry heavier 
se.diments farther and, perhaps, deposit gravel on the sand. Typically, Pleistocene 
outwashes in Illinois . are multi-layered beds of clays, silts, sands, and gravels 
that look much like modern stream deposits. 
Outwash deposits are found in the area covered by the ice field and 
sometimes far beyond it. Because meltwater streams run off the top of the glacier 
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~nd in cracks under ~he ~ce, out~~sh fc3tures can be found where the gl2cier lay. 
In some places, the cobble-gravel-sand filling of the bed of a stream that flowed 
in the ice is preserved on the till plain as a sinuous ridge called an esker. Cone-
~llaped mounds of coarse outwash, called kames, are formed where meltwater plunged 
through crevasses in the ice or into ponds along the edge of the glacier. 
The finest outwash sediments, the clays and silts, formed bedded deposits 
in t~e ponds and lakes that filled glacier-dammed stream valleys, the sags of the 
till plains, and some low, moraine-diked till plains. Meltwater streams entering a 
lake qu:Lckly lose speed and almost immediately drop the sands and gravels they 
carry, forming deltas at the edge of the lake. Very fine sand and silts are moved 
across the lake bottom by wind-generated currents, and the clays, which are trans-
ported in the water the longest, slowly settle out and accumulate with them. 
Everywhere along the ice front, meltwater runs off in innumerable shifting 
and short-lived streams that lay down a broad, flat blanket of outwash that forms 
an outwash plain. Outwash is also carried away from the glacier in rivers cut by 
floods of meltwater. The Mississippi, Illinois, and Ohio Rivers were major channels 
for meltwaters and were greatly widened and deepened during times of the greatest 
meltwater floods. When the floods waned, these valleys were partly filled with 
outwash far beyond the ice margins. These outwash deposits, largely sand and gravel, 
are known as valley trains. Valley trains may be extensive and thick deposits. For 
instance, the valley train of the Mississippi Valley is more than 200 feet thick 
along much of its length. 
Loess and Soils - One of the most widespread sediments associated with 
glaciation was carried, not by ice or water, but by wind. Loess, the name given to 
such deposits of wind-blown silt and clay, covers the surface of most of Illinois. 
The silt was blown from floodplains of the valley trains. Most loess deposition 
occurred in the fall and winter seasons, when cold temperatures stopped the thawing 
and caused meltwater floods to recede, exposing the surfaces of the valley trains 
and permitting them to dry out. During Pleistocene time, as now, the west winds 
prevailed, and the loess deposits are thickest on the east sides of the source 
valleys. The loess thins rapidly away from the valleys. 
Each Pleistocene glaciation was followed by an interglacial stage that 
began when the climate warmed enough to melt the glaciers and their snowfields. 
During these warmer intervals, when the climate was similar to that of today, drift 
and loess surfaces were exposed to weather and used by living things. Consequently, 
over most of the glaciated terrain that was above water, soils developed on the 
Pleistocene deposits and changes in composition, color, and texture took place in 
zones beneath their surfaces. Often such soils were destroyed by later glacial 
advances, but if they survive, they serve as keys to the identity of the covering 
beds and are evidence of the passage of a long interval of interglacial time. In 
the glaciated parts of Illinois, the sides of almost every new roadcut and ditch 
show soil and weathering zones as wide bands in tones of brown, red, yellow, or 
gray. 
SEQUENCE OF GLACIATIONS AND INTERGLACIAL 
DRAINAGE IN ILLINOIS 
I. 
NEBRASKAN 
inferred glacial limit 
LIMAN 
glacial advance 
ALTON IAN 
glacial advance 
6. 
AFTON IAN 
major drainage 
I 
MONICAN 
glacial advance 
WOODFORD IAN 
glacial advance 
KANSAN 
inferred glacial limits 
JUBILEEAN 
glacial advance 
WOODFORDIAN 
Valparaiso ice and 
Kankakee Flood 
YARMOUTH IAN 
major drainage 
SANGAMONIAN 
major drainage 
VALDERAN 
drainage 
(From Willman and Frye, "Pleistocene Stratigraphy of Illinois," ISGS Bull. 94, 
fig. 5, 1970. ) 
• 
• 
STAGE 
HOLOCENE 
WISCONSINAN 
(4th glacial) 
SANGAMONIAN 
(3rd interglacial) 
ILLINOIAN 
(3rd glacial) 
YARMOUTH IAN 
(2nd interglacial) 
KANSAN 
(2nd glacial) 
AFTON IAN 
(1st interglacial) 
NEBRASKAN 
(1st glacial) 
TIME TABLE OF PLEISTOCENE GLACIATION 
SUBSTAGE 
Years 
Before Present 
7,000 
Valderan 
- 11,000 
Twocreekan 
- 12,500 
Woodfordian 
- 20,000 
Farmdalian 
r-- 28,000 
Altonian 
75,000 
NATURE OF DEPOSITS 
Soil, youthful profi~e 
of weathering, lake 
and river deposits, 
dunes, peat 
Outwash, lake deposits 
Peat and alluvium 
Drift, loess, dunes, 
lake deposits 
Soil, silt, and peat 
Drift, loess 
Soil, mature profile 
of weathering 
SPECIAL FEATURES 
Outwash along 
Mississippi Valley 
Ice withdrawal, erosion 
Glaciation; building of 
many moraines as far 
south as Shelbyville; 
extensive valley trains, 
outwash plains, and lakes 
Ice withdrawal, weathering 
and erosion 
Glaciation in northern 
Illinois, valley trains 
alonr, major rivers 
200,000 --~--------------------~------------------------
Jubileean 
Monic an 
Liman 
250,000 
Drift, loess 
Drift, loess 
Drift, loess 
Soil, mature profile 
of weathering 
Glaciers from northeast 
at maximum reached 
Mississippi River and 
nearly to southern tip 
of Illinois 
600,000 --~--------------------+------------------------Glaciers from northeast 
Drift, loess and northwest covered 
much of state 
700,000 --~--------------------+------------------------
Soil, mature profile 
of weathering 
900,000 --~--------------------+------------------------
Drift 
1,000,000 
Glaciers from northwest 
invaded western Illinois 
(Illinois State Geological Survey, 1971) 
THE OCCURRENCE OF GROUND WATER. 
(The following quotation is from Circular 248: Groundwater Geology in East-Central 
Illinois ..• (1958) by Lidia F. Selkregg and John P. Kempton, pp. 3-9. 1wo figures 
are omitted.) 
Because groundwater occurs beneath the earth, hidden from view, it is often 
regarded as somewhat mysterious, and throughout human history many fanciful explana-
tions have been presented to describe its source, movement, and occurrence. Scien-
tific study has shown, however, that groundwater obeys physical laws or principles 
that are relatively simple and easily understood, although they may be comnlex in 
detail. Figure 2 shows diagrammatically the basic fundamentals of our present under-
standing of the source, movement, and occurrence of groundwater. 
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Fig. 2. - Source, movement, and occurrence of groundwater. 
The source of groundwater is seepage into the earth of some of the moisture 
that falls as rain, snow, and ice. The tremendous quantity of water that falls on 
the land surface by precipitation is seldom fully realized; one inch of rainfall dis-
tributed over one square mile amounts to nearly 18 million gallons. However, only a 
small part of the precipitation actually enters the ground\vater reservoir. Host of 
it falls into lakes and oceans, runs off in streams, or is returned to the atmosphere 
by evaporation and transpiration. The remainder filters slowly into the ground to a 
level below which all available openings are filled with water. 
The top of this zone of saturation is called the water table. Under water-
table conditions, a well drilled or dug remains dry until it penetrates the zone of 
saturation; the position of the water table is then shown by the level at which water 
stands in the well. The water table is not level but conforms more or less to the 
features of the land surface. Where the water table interse·cts the land surface, 
a: 
i 
z 
~ 
0 
a:: 
<.!) 
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groundwater is discharged in the form of springs which feed perennial streams, lakes, 
and swamps. The water table rises or falls in response to the gain or loss of 
groundwater in the reservoir, so the water level in a ,.,ell that penetrates the satu-
rated zone (a "water-table" well) rises or falls with the water table. During 
extended dry periods shallow wells go dry when the water table drops below the bottom 
of the well. 
Groundwater moves, under the influence of gravity or in response to other 
pressure differentials, toward points of lmver pressure, such as springs or discharg-
ing wells. The movement is slow because of friction between water and the walls of 
the small pores or other openings in the rocks. Under such conditions groundwater 
moves slowly by gravity flow in the direction of the slope of the water table. 
Groundwater is said to be confined or under artesian conditions where a 
saturated aquifer is overlain by a less permeable material that restricts the upward 
movement of the water. Under such conditions the water in the confined layer has a 
hydrostatic pressure that causes the water in a well to rise above the top of the 
aquifer. ~1ere pressures sufficient to cause the water to rise above the land sur-
face are encountered in an artesian vrell, the well will flow. 
To supply a pumped or flowing well, ground"tvater must move through the 
aquifer toward the well. Under water-table conditions, pumping lowers the water 
table in the vicinity of the well and gravity induces groundwater to flow toward the 
well from adjacent areas. Under artesian conditions, pumping reduces the hydrostatic 
pressure in the vicinity of the well, and induces the flow of groundwater toward the 
well. The depression in the water table, or in the artesian pressure surface result-
ing from discharge, is in the form of an inverted cone with the well at the center 
and is called the cone of depression (fig. 2). 
Water is to be found everywhere below the top of the zone of saturation, 
but successful wells can be constructed only where strata that will transmit water 
easily are present. The capacity of earth materials to accept, store, and yield 
water depends on the type, size, number, and degree of interconnections that can 
store and conduct groundwater. Sand and gravel aquifers store consiqerable water 
and transmit it readily. Other earth materials, such as clay and shale, may contain 
as much or more water per cubic foot as sand and gravel, but they hold water in pores 
so small that it cannot be transmitted in usable quantities to wells. 
Sand and gravel deposits are water-yielding because the openings between 
the grains are large enough to allow relatively free movement of water. The most 
permeable water-yielding sand pr gravel deposits are composed of grains that are 
nearly all the same size and coarser than granulated sugar. If large amounts of silt 
and clay are present in the spaces between the larger particles of sand and gravel 
they retard the flow of water. Sand and gravel deposits in the area of this report 
are from a few inches to about 200 feet thick. Deposits a few feet or more thick are 
generally suitable aquifers for drilled wells. Thinner deposits of sand and gravel 
may be suitable only fo.r large-diameter dug or augered wells. 
Sandstone formations also transmit groundwater through the openings between 
sand grains. The water-yielding capacity of sandstone depends upon the degree of 
cementation, size, and sorting of the sand grains. Any material in the openings 
between the sand grains reduces the water-transmitting capacity of the sandstone. 
Some sandstones are so thoroughly cemented that any water present moves through 
joints and fractures rather than between grains. 
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Relatively few wells have been completed in sandstone in the area of this 
report. Locally, however, the St. Peter sandstone of Ordovician age and thin fine-
grained Pennsylvanian sandstones are groundwater sources (figs .•.• 5, •.. ). 
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Limestone and dolomite rocks are generally . tight and compac·t, and ground-
water moves only through cracks and solution channels. Wells drilled into these rocks 
are successful if the well penetrates water-bearing crevices. The presence and extent 
of these openings at any specific location are not readily predictable. The Niagaran-
Alexandrian dolomite (Silurian) is a source of groundwater in the northern part of the 
area where the dolomite is encountered at a shallow depth. 
Silurian and Devonian dolomite and limestone are the source of groundwater 
along the LaSalle anticlinal belt, where present below the drift (figs •••• 5, •.• ). 
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